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Abstract
The spin-wave dynamics of the ferromagnetic nanoarrays termed artificial spin ice (ASI) are
known to vary depending on their magnetic microstate. However, little work has been done to
characterise this relationship. Recent advances in control over the magnetic configuration of ASI
bring designs harnessing the interplay between spin-wave eigenmodes and the microstate within
reach, offering diverse applications including reconfigurable magnonic crystals, microwave filters
and microstate read-out probes. These designs hinge on a strong understanding of the underlying
spin wave-microstate correspondence.
Here, we analyse the effects of the magnetic microstate on spin-wave spectra of honeycomb ASI
systems via micromagnetic simulation. We find the spin-wave spectrum to be highly-tunable via
the microstate to an enhanced degree relative to existing magnonic crystals, with mode shifting and
(de)activation realised by reversing individual nanoislands. Symmetries of ASI systems and the
chirality of magnetic defects are found to play important roles in determining the high-frequency
response.
∗ Please address correspondence to: w.branford@imperial.ac.uk
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Artificial spin ice (ASI) systems are arrays of ferromagnetic nanoislands whose frustrated
interactions lead to vastly degenerate low-energy states [1]. For ASI systems on a honeycomb
lattice, such energy states are well characterised by the number of vertices where all islands
are magnetically oriented ‘in’ or ‘out’ of the vertex, termed ‘monopole’ defects. The ground-
state manifold comprises all magnetic configurations with no monopole defect at any vertex.
Recent studies [2, 3] demonstrate that the spin-wave response of ASI may be altered by
changing the system microstate, inviting applications as microwave filters or reconfigurable
magnonic crystals (RMCs) [4]. The huge degeneracy of the ASI ground-state may be lever-
aged to overcome the limited range of easily accessible states in previously studied RMCs
[5, 6].
However, the precise manner in which microstates affect the spin-wave response, crucial
for exploring the above directions, thus far remains unexplored. The majority of studies
investigating the high-frequency behaviour of ASI involve measuring ferromagnetic resonance
in arrays subjected to a swept external field [3, 7–9]. Since the precise magnetic microstate
during such sweeps is unknown, it is unclear how the external field and the nanoisland stray
fields combine to determine the dynamics. Moreover, while the large number of magnetic
microstates available in ASI systems has been posited as the source of a correspondingly
large number of high-frequency behaviours [7], the number of distinct regimes observed in
swept-field FMR experiments so far has been modest, possibly due to memory effects [10]
leading to only a small subset of the possible microstates being explored.
Here, we explore in detail the link between the ASI microstate and its spin-wave dynamics
via micromagnetic simulations on a periodically continued ASI subsystem (Fig. 1b), iden-
tifying novel behaviours and assessing the viability of ASI systems as RMC or microwave
filters.
RESULTS
Generic features of ASI spectra
The basic form of the ASI spectra was found to derive from that of the single-island
spectrum, exhibiting three modes: two localised at the island edges and one in the bulk
(Fig. 1a).
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FIG. 1. (a) Power distributions for the three eigenmodes observed for an isolated ferromagnetic
island. The mode around 8 GHz is localised in the bulk of the island and has the largest amplitude,
while the two lower frequency modes are localised at the edges. (b) A six-island artificial spin ice
cell allowing 26 configurations with up to four monopole defects per unit cell to be explored.
The ASI system studied was a quasi-infinite system of six islands and four vertices (Fig.
1b) which were periodically repeated. Due to the strong shape anisotropy of the nanoislands,
ASI systems are typically modeled as arrays of macrospins [1], giving a total of 26 = 64
configurations for a six-island system. Spectra were generated at remanence for this entire
configuration space, allowing the intrinsic effects of a range of different microstates and
monopole densities on the spin-wave response to be explored.
Comparing the spectra of the 64 microstates, it is striking that a significant number of
microstates have highly similar spectra. This may be explained by invoking the macrospin
picture, in which certain configurations are mapped onto one another via global spin reversals
and rotations. Since the dynamics of ferromagnetic systems are described by the Landau-
Lifshitz equation
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FIG. 2. Spectra around the 8 GHz bulk mode for the 10 microstates distinguishable in the
macrospin picture, arranged in order of monopole density. The remaining 54 microstates may be
mapped onto these ten via rotations and global spin reversals, and reproduce their corresponding
spectra.
∂M
∂t
= γµ0M×Heff (1)
which has no explicit dependence on direction and is invariant under time-reversal (i.e.,
a global spin reversal), microstates separated only by these transformations are expected
to have identical spectra. The time-reversal symmetry is in fact broken when damping is
included, but in a steady-state this is cancelled by the driving ac-field and may be neglected.
For a finite honeycomb system with n macrospins and full hexagonal symmetry the
number of spectrally distinguishable microstates is thus reduced from 2n to 2n/2. In the
periodic system studied here, translational symmetry and the broken hexagonal symmetry
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of the rectangular plaquette employed leave 10 spectrally-distinct configurations. These
configurations may be conveniently sorted by the number of monopole-defects per cell, since
the total monopole number is invariant under both rotations and global spin reversals.
The ASI spectra display bands corresponding to the three modes observed in an iso-
lated ferromagnetic island, with inter-island interactions causing frequency shifts and mode-
splitting. For the bulk mode around 8 GHz the 10 distinct spectra expected from the
macrospin picture are observed, but for the edge modes the macrospin picture does not ex-
plain the range of observed spectra. Here, localised magnetisation curling at the island-ends
breaks the rotational symmetry of the system, granting an additional degree of freedom [13].
Bulk modes
Focusing on the 8 GHz bulk mode (Fig. 2), changes in microstate can lead to mode-
splitting as well as shifts in the peak-centre frequency of >1 GHz. As monopoles are intro-
duced, there is a gradual downward trend in the peak frequencies as the effective field, Heff,
felt by islands increases due to reduced flux closure.
In addition to shifting and splitting modes, changing the magnetic microstate allows the
mode amplitude to be enhanced or suppressed (Fig. 3), inviting applications as magnonic
‘ON/OFF’ elements. Such ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ microstate-pairs exist in both the zero- and
two-monopole states allowing enhancements by a factor of up to 30 without any net change
in the total system energy.
That the precise configuration can alter the spectra even of microstates with the same
monopole density highlights the importance of inter-island interactions in shaping the spin-
wave response. This is further supported by the fact that the enhancement/suppression
factor between two states can be improved by increasing the saturation magnetisation, MS,
such that inter-island interactions are stronger. The enhancement/suppression ratio was
increased by a further factor of four by raising MS to 1200 kA/m (just below that of cobalt).
Beyond this the islands in the simulated were no longer stable as single ferromagnetic do-
mains, but the observed trend indicates that by increasing inter-island interactions (either
by using high-MS materials or by varying the inter-island gap) the enhancement/suppression
ratio .
The maximum frequency-shift and the enhancement/suppression ratio observed for the
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FIG. 3. Moving between two zero-monopole configurations (i, ii) or two 2-monopole configurations
(iii, iv) leads to significant enhancement/suppression of the 8 GHz bulk mode with no net change
in the system energy.
8 GHz mode with the original interaction strength are comparable to previously reported
RMCs [5, 6, 14], but these systems typically support only a small number of stable configura-
tions. In contrast, the huge number of stable microstates in ASI systems bridge the extremal
states and offer quasi-continuous tunability. The role of inter-island interactions switching
modes on or off suggests that the enhancement/suppression ratio could be pushed further
by optimising the strength of inter-island interactions to surpass that of current RMCs.
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Edge modes
For the two modes at ∼3 GHz and 6 GHz, localised at the island edges, the macrospin
description cannot account for the range of spectra observed as for the bulk 8 GHz mode.
A potential explanation lies in an additional degree of freedom that emerges from the way
that the island-edge magnetisation curls at vertices in response the stray fields from neigh-
bouring islands. The macrospin approximation thus breaks down [13] and two configurations
equivalent in the macrospin picture may have different spectra if their edge-curl states differ.
At each vertex three edges come together which may either curve (C) or remain straight
as for individual islands (S), leading to four vertex types: SSS, SSC, CCS and CCC. Incor-
porating these edge-curl states, the vertex types may be further characterised by whether all
edges curve in the same direction and if so by their chirality. This gives eleven vertex types
in total and in principle 114 different vertex configurations on the periodic plaquette used in
this study, offering substantial scope for tuning the high frequency response of honeycomb
ASI by controlling edge curvature.
Not all of these vertex types are stable in the absence of an external field and in simu-
lations carried out at remanence monopoles were only seen in the two chiral CCC states,
while 2-in/1-out and 1-in/2-out vertices were only observed in achiral CCS states with the
two majority-spin islands showing curvature in opposite directions. Unstable vertex types
may nevertheless be observed in ASI systems if they are stabilised by an external magnetic
field [13].
To determine how the edge-localised modes are affected by this edge curling, the 4-
monopole microstate was prepared with three different curvature profiles: one with only
‘right-handed’ vertices, one with only ‘left-handed’ vertices and one in which right- and left-
handed vertices alternate (Fig. 4a). The lower-frequency edge mode was found to indeed be
sensitive to edge curvature while the 6 GHz edge mode was not observed to vary significantly
as a result of the different curvature profiles, the 8 GHz bulk mode was insensitive to edge
curvature as expected (Fig. 4b). That the higher-frequency edge modes did not respond to
the different curvature profiles as much as the 3 GHz modes is unexpected, as their spatial
profiles show a similar chiral distortion to that seen for the 3 GHz mode (Fig. 4a).
The 3 GHz edge mode was substantially altered by moving between the different curvature
profiles. It is notable that the ‘mixed’ profile spectrum is not simply a linear combination
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FIG. 4. (a) The 4-monopole microstate (top left) was prepared with three different edge curvature
profiles, the effect of which can be seen in the distorted spatial profile of the 3 GHz mode (top right,
bottom). (b) Eigenmode spectra for the 4-monopole microstate with right-handed, left-handed and
mixed edge curvature profiles. The 3 GHz mode (inset) is particularly affected by moving between
the different profiles.
of the right- and left-handed profiles, highlighting the importance of curvature in accessing
the full range of available high-frequency behaviours [15]. The edge curvature effects create
distinct FMR fingerprints which may form the basis of a detailed microstate readout method
sensitive to vertex type and chirality.
Effect of an external magnetic field
It was found that at remanence monopoles are only stable in chiral CCC states while
unexcited vertices are only stable in an achiral CCS state, potentially limiting the curvature
profiles available for controlling high-frequency dynamics. The remaining vertex states may
nevertheless be accessed by stabilising them with an external field, which additionally breaks
the rotational and time-reversal symmetries of Eq. 1 and allows the spectra of degenerate
configurations to be distinguished.
The effect of an external magnetic field (applied parallel to the long axis of the honeycomb
plaquette in Fig. 1b) on the eigenmode spectra of an ASI system with a reduced lattice
parameter were simulated for a polarised state and the 4-monopole state to demonstrate
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how the field and microstate interact to determine the high-frequency response.
The evolution of the polarised configuration eigenmodes behave as expected following the
Kittel formula for ferromagnetic resonance:
f(H) ∝
√
(Ms +Hk)(Ms +Hk +H) (2)
where Ms denotes the saturation magnetisation, Hk the effective field due to magnetic
anisotropy and H is the externally applied field at which resonance occurs. Since the effective
anisotropy field is increased by reducing the lateral dimensions of each island, the frequencies
of the modes present at ZF in Fig. 6 are shifted upwards with respect to their positions in
Fig. 1. The degeneracy between the modes of the diagonal and horizontal islands is further
broken due to the broken rotational symmetry, leading to a fully separate bulk mode for the
diagonal islands whose magnetisation does not align with the external field that merges with
the parallel bulk mode at high fields. Rotational symmetry breaking through the application
of external fields thus offers a very simple way to introduce and additional modes.
For the 4-monopole state, the evolution of the eigenmode spectrum as an external field is
applied is more complex as the edge curvature and eventually full magnetisation of islands
reverse to align with the applied field as can be seen in Fig. 5. Between 30-50 mT in the
positive x-direction, achiral monopoles are stabilised by the external field (Fig. 5c). As for
the system at remanence, only the lowest-frequency edge mode is sensitive to this change
in the curvature profile (Fig. 6ii). At just above 50 mT, two diagonal islands switch and
the middle mode shifts by almost 3 GHz despite the relatively small change in the total
magnetisation of the system (Fig 5c to 5d). The system saturates at 90 mT (or 60 mT
applied in the negative x-direction) at which point its mode spectrum matches that of the
polarised system.
The application of external fields thus offers an additional means of controlling the high-
frequency response of ASI systems that complements microstate selection. Since the field-
stabilised vertex curvatures between 30-50 mT will relax back into their initial states when
the external field is removed, it is possible to achieve discrete shifts in the high-frequency
response without leaving the reversible region beyond which the microstate is irreversibly
lost. Microstate selection may therefore be complemented by external fields that may pro-
duce additional modes and modulate the response both continuously (following Eq. 2) or in
reversible discrete jumps.
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FIG. 5. Magnetisation curves for a honeycomb ASI system initialised at zero field in a polarised
and 4-monopole configuration. The field intervals over which changes in the magnetisation of both
configurations are reversible are shaded, showing five clear regimes (a) left-polarised; (b) initial 4-
monopole state (with a mixed curvature profile); (c) 4-monopole state (with field-stabilised achiral
monopoles); (d) ice-rule state; (e) right-polarised.
DISCUSSION
The high-frequency response of honeycomb ASI in different magnetic configurations has
been characterised via micromagnetic simulations. For modes localised in the bulk of ferro-
magnetic islands, the dependence on the magnetic microstate of the system is well-described
within a macrospin approximation. A consequence of this is that the number of microstates
with distinguishable spectra at remanence is lower than the number of microstates itself,
since the eigenmode spectra are invariant under rotations and global spin-reversals. This
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FIG. 6. Eigenmode spectra for systems initialised in the polarised (i) and 4-monopole (ii) config-
urations (shown in Fig. 5a and 5b, respectively) as a function of an externally applied field. The
spectrum initialised in the 4-monopole state shows the same five regimes as observed in Fig. 5.
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redundancy in the microstates activating a particular spectrum offers increased flexibility
in the control of high-frequency dynamics, allowing the most convenient microstate to be
selected from a range of isospectral alternatives where microstate selection is constrained.
The precise degree of redundancy may be altered by designing ASI systems with broken
rotational symmetry.
Within the distinguishable microstate space significant control of the spin-wave spec-
trum was achieved by moving between different microstates. The 8 GHz bulk mode may be
shifted by as much as 1 GHz, split into discrete modes or switched off by moving between the
10 non-redundant microstates available on the six-island plaquette studied here. Stronger
mode enhancement/suppression is achievable in systems where the inter-island interaction
strength is increased. Increasing the number of nanoislands introduces further degrees of
configurational freedom, offering even greater scope for controlling the high-frequency dy-
namics which scales extensively with the system size. The large number of near-degenerate
configurations in ASI systems mean that the spin-wave spectrum may be smoothly tuned -
in particular increasing the monopole defect density gradually lowers the frequency of the
bulk mode as opposing magnetisation fields reduce the effective field felt by the system,
with the resolution of tuning improving in larger systems that can host a larger range of
monopole densities.
To realise versatile magnonic devices that can be applied in a broad range of technologies,
it is essential to develop RMCs which allow smooth tuning of the spin-wave response. In this
regard, the quasi-continuous manner in which modes were frequency shifted as monopoles
were introduced gives honeycomb ASI an important advantage over previously explored
RMC concepts [5, 6] that support only a limited number of stable states with discrete jumps
in the response.
Modes localised at island edges were found to be sensitive to curvature in the magnetisa-
tion neglected in the macrospin picture. This edge curvature provides an additional degree
of freedom with which to control the high-frequency response, with the application of exter-
nal fields stabilising different types of vertex curvature. External fields also break rotational
and time-reversal symmetry, introducing additional modes and allowing further tuning of
high-frequency dynamics.
In summary, the combination of global external fields and local nanoisland stray fields
determined by the ASI microstate allows substantial control over the high-frequency response
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of ASI systems. The significance of this is heightened by recently developed techniques for
island-specific magnetic writing [16, 17], bringing fine spectral control within experimental
reach by providing a method of reliably moving between microstates. The macroscopic
degeneracy of ASI systems ensures a colossal range of stable configurations whose varying
properties may be selected to precision-tune the response of prospective devices ranging
from programmable microwave filters to reconfigurable magnonic components. The lattice
symmetry and symmetry-breaking effects of inter-island interactions provides a broad range
of parameters for the rational design of versatile, highly tunable spectrum-selection devices
inviting a host of applications from microwave filters to reconfigurable functional magnonic
elements.
METHODS
Spin-wave eigenmode spectra were generated for honeycomb ASI using MuMax3 [11],
applying an out-of-plane field pulse to excite frequencies up to 25 GHz and sampling the
evolution of the magnetisation every 20 ps during the subsequent 5 ns. By applying a Fourier
transform to the magnetisation of each micromagnetic cell, the intensity of precession was
mapped out as a function of both frequency and position [12].
Simulations were performed for 130 nm × 290 nm × 20 nm islands with micromagnetic
parameters matching those of permalloy, i.e. MS = 800 kA/m, Aex = 13 pJ/m and α =
0.006.
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